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Abstract -I consider the tradeoff between information gained about a quantum state and disturbance caused by the measurement providing the information. For every measurement, I find the way of making it which is least-disturbing, on average, when the initial quantum state is completely unknown.
I. QUANTUM MEASUREMENTS AND DYNAMICS
A quantum state is a density operator p >_ 0 , tr p = 1, on a d-dimensional Hilbert space C d . Extrema1 ("pure") states, are trace-one projectors (a set isomorphic to CPd-'). Measure- 
must be compatible with the mea-
is F b mutually orthogonal projectors; then it is often assumed
MINIMAL DISTURBANCE
For pure-state ensembles, i.e. probability measures p ( I$)) on the unit sphere of Cd, define disturbance as one minus the overlap of of input state with output state, averaged over inputs:
The information-disturbance frontier D ( I ) for p is the minimum of B(p, xb A b ) for {&} compatible with measurements whose outcomes b carry mutual information H ( B : Q) at least I about the initial state. This notion was also introduced in [l] . Linearity of in the dynamics and of information in the measurement give convexity and monotonic increase (after, possibly, an initial flat segment) of D ( I ) , and the achievabil- This was established in [2] and also [3] . For "fine-grained" measurements, F b proportional to rank-1 projectors, Dmin = A multiple-term dynamics compatible with a measurement involves potentially collecting more information than a singleterm one compatible with the same measurement, so it seems reasonable that it would cause more disturbance. Conceivably, though, it might cause less disturbance if the additional information helped restore the initial state. For the uniform ensemble, it does not: Theorem 2 For a n y measurement, one-term dynamics are a minimally disturbing way of performing it o n R. 
Iv. SPHERICAL %DESIGNS
Theorems 1 and 2 hold also for spherical t-designs with t >_ 2 in CPd-l. These are finite sets A c CPd-' such that the uniform integral over CPd-' of a polynomial P of degree no higher than t is equal to the average of P on the points in A.
A good supply of these is given by: 
